Classes feature kid-friendly routines based on original Zumba® choreography. Steps are broken down with games and activities added in!

Let your 4 to 11 year old get silly, dream big and begin their journey to a healthy future now.

Zumba® Kids helps develop a healthy lifestyle and incorporates fitness as a natural part of children's lives by making fitness fun.

**ZUMBA Kids Jr.**
(Mondays 3:15-4:10 pm)
for children in Reception and KS1

**ZUMBA Kids**
(Mondays at 8 AM)
for children in KS2

FOR MORE INFO CONTACT: Amalia Wong
07808820708
Amaliawongzumba@gmail.com

**RECEPTION AND KS1 ZUMBA KIDS CLASSES**
Monday 13th Jan – Monday 30th March
11 weeks for the term
£55 per child

TO BOOK USE THE LINK: